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You've probably heard all the rave reviews about Anthony Jacquin's book on
impromptu hypnosis entitled "Reality is Plastic" and no doubt you've seen the ads
for Hon Wong's "Zap" Instant Hypnosis training DVD but have you discovered yet
where many of the world's true experts in Hypnosis learnt their craft originally?

Well the truth is that Top British Television & Media Hypnotist Dr. Jonathan Royle
originally taught and/or highly influenced a large majority of those who are
working professionally (and successfully) in the world of Comedy Stage & Street
Hypnosis today!

And now for the first time ever Royle has compiled 3 of his most explosive
Hypnosis training manuals into one massive goldmine tomb of over 550+
information packed pages!

Whether you've already studied DVD's such as "Speed & Street Trance" by
Richard Nongard & John Cerbone and whether you've already read books such
as Jonathan Chases "Deeper and Deeper" or Ormond McGill's Famous Book
"The Encyclopaedia of Genuine Stage Hypnosis" or indeed even if you're a
complete novice you truly owe it to yourself to order this book today.

Regarded by many experts as The Ultimate Training Course ever written on all
areas of Genuine Stage, Street & Clinical Hypnosis, this complete step by step
training course also has one of the most comprehensive sections ever published
on so called "Trance Illusions" and real world "Hypno-Tricks"

And best of this entire unrivalled training course represents the most amazing
value for money in the Hypnosis market today and can be yours as an eBook for
just: £19-99

Take a look at just a few of the many 1,000's of Positive Testimonials Royle's
Hypnosis Training Has Received:

"Some of my own favourite material and ruses are in this book - it's a steal!"
- Kenton Knepper

"I have watched most of his training programs, and I compare his style to that of
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Bandler - a shameless self-promoter who is very good at what he does. Royale
knows as much as anyone, and perhaps even more than most about hypnosis.
He is a walking encyclopaedia and has a firm theoretical foundation not just a few
tricks. The content is clear, exactly as promised and pretty good especially for the
price. I will take JR, his products and his depth and experience over a to remain
nameless real estate guy any day of the week!"
- Richard Nongard

"Having studied the training materials which accompany your courses, it is now
my great pleasure to make you an honouree member of The South African
Association of Hypnotists and a life member of The South African Academy of
Hypnosis! This is your just reward for all the work you have put into Hypnosis,
you have been acknowledged, elevated and exalted! This is indeed a wonderful
time for the art of Hypnosis!"
- Max Kaan
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